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Dances with Poles
Our story begins with a man named John, he was a tall, goodlooking man in his 30’s, single and a bit naïve. He had a good job,
was financially secure, and had plenty of free time. This is why he
began to frequent a nearby gentlemen's club. At first, it was just
entertainment and a way to kill time. However, the more time he
spent at the club the more he began to notice a particular darkhaired young woman whose body was as long and lean as the
pole she was dancing with. Her name was June. In the
beginning, they simply talked. They had many common interests
and before long they started dating. At the time, June didn’t
have much to tie her down so when John asked her to move in
with him she gladly accepted. John accepted her profession and
even drove her to and from work on occasions, after all, she
made great money. Though John stopped coming around to the
club as much as he used to because he didn’t want to see her
interact with other men. In her line of work, it is common to work
varying hours so Jane didn’t always know exactly when she
would be done with work, and would often be done at different
times each night. As their relationship progressed it seemed to
John that he had found his perfect partner. He was in love. Their
relationship became comfortable and things were good for a
long time.
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Until one day June came home in a different car, and a
pattern emerged. Every 3-4 weeks June would come
home in different cars, nice, but gently used. John
inquired about the different cars and all June said was
that she was tired of driving the same old thing every day
and had decided to upgrade. One evening she came
home with a car that was not as nice as that one she had
previously been driving, this made him suspicious.
ENTER BLACKMAN DETECTIVE SERVICES – John had
decided that he really wanted to know where the different
cars were coming from and why she was “upgrading” so
often. So he made an appointment with a BDS case
manager. After obtaining schedules, photos, and a current
car description, we assigned an investigator to his case.
The first few times that our investigator surveyed June, she
left work and drove directly to her and John’s house. After
about a week of surveillance, June left work at about 2 am
and drove to a used car lot in the north Raleigh area and
parked.
She was met at the entrance by a middle-aged man who
she then followed inside. All the lights were then turned
out except for an office in the back of the building. The
lighted office had 8-foot tall windows with vertical blinds.
The blinds didn’t overlap as precisely as they presumably
would have when they were new so there were slits that
our investigator could see through. Once the investigator
turned on the video camera it was like videoing a
pornographic movie. So this is where June was receiving
her new cars, and that was how she was paying for them.
It seems that when June grew tired of driving the same
old thing every day, that included John as well.
The short of it is, John was heartbroken and June moved
in with the used car dealer and presumably gets to drive
whatever she wants. John was able to find a different
gentlemen’s club to spend his time in, and everyone's lives
went on.

SIGNS THE CALLS YOU'RE
GETTING ARE ACTUALLY
SCAMMERS!
Unsolicited calls from people claiming to work for a
government agency, public utility, or major tech firm,
like Microsoft or Apple. These companies and
institutions will rarely call you unless they have first
communicated by other means or you have contacted
them.
Unsolicited calls from charity fundraisers, especially
after disasters.
Calls pitching products or services with terms that
sound too good to be true. Common scam offers
include free product trials, cash prizes, cheap travel
packages, medical devices, pre-approved loans, debt
reduction, and low-risk, high-return investments.
An automated sales call from a company you have not
authorized to contact you. That’s an illegal robocall and
almost certainly a scam. (Automated calls are
permitted for some informational or non-commercial
purposes — for example, from political campaigns or
nonprofit groups like AARP.) [Source: AARP.org]
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At BDS we value your time as much as ours, which is
why we offer a 45-minute consultation free of charge.
Visit our website today to find out how an investigator
can help you...
-sort out your personal life
-secure your hiring practices
-support your lawyer during litigation
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